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Collas Crill's team of FinTech specialists have collaborated with several major international law firms to produce the second edition of
The Financial Technology Law Review.
The recently published Review provides a global perspective on legal and regulatory developments addressing the role of new
technologies in the finance sector including cryptocurrencies, coin and token issues and the use of blockchain as well as legal
interpretation issues around smart contracts and electronic execution.
Each year The Law Review, who commission the Review, look to widely respected firms and experienced practitioners worldwide to
author the publication, providing local insight on the law surrounding FinTech and how it is applied. This year, Collas Crill provided
chapters for four of the offshore jurisdictions in which we work.
Stephen Adams, managing partner of Collas Crill Singapore provided the BVI chapter, whilst Stephen Nelson, Wayne Atkinson and
Dilmun Leach wrote on the Cayman Islands, Guernsey and Jersey respectively.
We invite you to review the chapters at the links provided:
British Virgin Islands – Stephen Adams
Cayman Islands – Stephen Nelson
Guernsey – Wayne Atkinson
Jersey – Dilmun Leach

BVI // Cayman // Guernsey // Jersey // London
This note is a summary of the subject and is provided for information only. It does not purport to give specific legal advice, and before acting, further advice should always
be sought. Whilst every care has been taken in producing this note neither the author nor Collas Crill shall be liable for any errors, misprint or misinterpretation of any of the
matters set out in it. All copyright in this material belongs to Collas Crill.
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